
Year 4 Support for Spelling
Spell and understand 
homophones. 

A homophone is a word 
that sounds the same as 
another but is spelt 
differently  

Investigate, collect 
and sort plural 
spelling patterns.

Learn to spell 
words with 
common letter 
strings 

Understand how words 
change when suffixes 
are added. 

Learn to use spell words 
with an apostrophe.

Learn the meaning and spelling 
of words when using affixes               
Mis- meaning not           Ex- 
meaning outside      Re- 
meaning again      Latin prefixes 
- auto, circ, bi, tele, trans 
diminutives - mini- -ette, -ling, 
micro- ,

Sample words. 

wear / where  
their  / they’re / there  
to / too / two  
be / bee  
see / sea  
new / knew  
right / write  
through / threw  
here / hear  
hole / whole  
flour / flower  

Sample words 

thief - thieves  
goose - geese  
leaf - leaves  
man  - men  
half - halves  
mouse - mice  
wolf - wolves  
woman  - women  
knife - knives  
tooth - teeth  
loaf - loaves  
child - children  
life - lives  
person - people  
calf - calves  
foot - feet  
scarf - scarves  
wife - wives  

Sample words 

‘igh’ spellings 
light, fight, night, 
right,  bright, 
eight, weight, 
height 
  
‘ough’ spellings 
rough, enough, 
cough, thought, 
though, tough, 
thorough, through 

‘ear’ spellings 
bear,  hear, wear,  
dreary, learn, fear  

                     

Sample words 

pollen  - pollinate  
medicine  -medicate  
create  -creation  
educate - education  
apology - apologise  
horror – horrible  
terror – terrible  
comfort – comfortable  
enjoy – enjoyable  
forgive – forgivable 
value – valuable  
break – breakable  
stupid  - stupidity  
curious - curiosity 
length  - lengthen  
depth  - deepen  
happy  - happiness  
hard  - hardness  
kind  - kindness  
cold  -coldness  
pretty- prettiness 
lazy - laziness  
pure  - purify 
beauty  -beautify 

Sample words 

do not  - don’t  
are not  -aren’t  
cannot  -can’t  
had not  - hadn’t  
is not  - isn’t  
have not  - haven’t  
does not  - doesn’t  
could not  - couldn’t  
I had  - I’d  
you are  - you’re  
I would  - I’d  
they are  - they’re  
I have  - I’ve  
you will  - you’ll  
I will  - I’ll  
he will  - he’ll  
I am  - I’m  
you have  - you’ve  

Sample words 

misread, misfortune,  
misinform, misplace 
exclaim, exile, export,  
explode,  
replay, return, retry,  
retake  

autograph, automatic, 
autobiography, automobile  
circumference, circus, 
circulate , circle, circumstance 
bisect, bicycle, biplane  
telephone, telegraph, telescope, 
television  
transport, transfer 
transparent, transplant  

minibus, miniature, minimum, 
mini-beasts  
kitchenette, cigarette 
sapling,  duckling, weakling 
microscope, microchip,  
microfilm, microphone


